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                                            Excellent software. The interface is meticulously designed and visually appealing. However, I would appreciate having OCR capabilities included in the license I purchased.
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                                            I like PDF-X-Change a lot. I think there is nothing I can't easily do with it. It covers all my needs, PDF wise.
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                                            Very Easy to Use & great features!
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor is a powerful tool to show and edit pdf-files. The user interface is intuitive and works fine. I only miss the possibility to export tables within a pdf-file to excel format. Instead you need to convert the whole file and then delete all the unnecessary stuff.
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor has completely replaced Adobe Acrobat in our enineering office workflow. 
The solid free-to-use features and the good licensed ones make it easy to switch from Adobe and their unspeakable expensive subscription models.
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                                            Nice product, but quite fresh, true and stable opinion will be after some more time using and problems faced (if faced) :)

Support amazing, so far :) Thanks!
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                                            I'm using PDF-Xchange since 2016.
Until now it works fine, it's simple to use, it has many good features.
To edit file is one of the best and is a good price/quality.
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor is an excellent PDF editor.  The application is easy to use, powerful and the cost is reasonable.
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                                            very user friendly and has all the things I need to get the job done!!
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                                            Very good for what I need. I use this soft every day.
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                                            I bought PDF-XChange Editor Plus about 2 years ago. I was tired of paying an outrageous price for another PDF editor which seemed to have a lot of bugs and security issues.  After having used that other software for so many years, there was a little bit of a learning curve for editing, but now I'm extremely happy with this product.  The version I have is a full functioned PDF creator/editor and after you learn it, it in some cases is even more powerful than the competitor.  Good job and keep the pricing reasonable so I can stay a loyal customer!
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                                            My case: I needed to import and manipulate a single document that compresed 17,000 pages (22 volumes in one). My graphics program was nowhere up to the task. PDF-XChange Editor was, and in short order. Thank you for this flexible and competent software.
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                                            Loads fast, no ads for extra services, lots of options, but still very easy to use for simple tasks.  Affordable for single users.  Software has been around forever and hopefully will be well into the future.
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                                            So far is good for us. Thank you for your assistance in our purchasing to give us help.
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                                            PDF-XCchange Editor is software full of very useful options which completely substitute for the leading PDF Editing/Viewing Software. Work very well and it is fast
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                                            mir gefällt alles nichts zu bemängeln, super Produkt.
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                                            17Jan24
I am very pleased with its performance and absolutely your pricing. Thank you 
Your maintenance offer and pricing was a little confusing, but having spent a little more time than I had made it clear. 

When will you have an equivalent for the android that comes with this license?

I have introduced this application to my friends and family. Been a user of subscribed Adobe Acrobat for over 25 years. Started with enterprise license when I was working and then invested several hundred if USD.

I need a clarification why your lesser costly license advertised on your free version did not work. It would not allow me to take advantage of advertised offer. Nothing happened when I clicked at the URL.

Please keep enhancing your product.

Rgds.
MH
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                                            Le seul pour exploiter le volet de visualisation Windows
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                                            Has tons of features most of which I can not begin to figure out how to use.  The Quick launch bar at the top makes it easier to find features that I can think of to use.  I wish it was easier to password protect documents.   The OCR capabilities under the paid version are terrific.  Could use some more YouTube tutorials.  This seems to be one of the last PDF Editors where you can pay a one time fee and use the software for the life of your PC rather than being forced to pay an annual license fee which ends up being a lot more expensive in the long run.
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            Many thanks for taking the time - very much appreciated!
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                    You can contact us by phone, email or our social media accounts — we are here to assist you.
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                        A global leader in PDF software. Everything you need to create, edit, enhance and convert PDF documents.
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